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Tariff regulation in Germany

n 1998–2005 Era of self-regulation 
(“Verbändevereinbarung”)

n 2005–2008 Cost-plus regulation
¨ 11 regulatory authorities: 1 Federal, 10 state-level
¨ 2 phases of cost -plus regulation

n since 2009 Incentive regulation
¨ Basis: 2nd regulatory approval
¨ Duration: 5 years, average efficiency target of 92.2%



So what has happened in the past five years? 
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And where are we today?



Electricity Network Costs since 2005
Anecdotal evidence: Is it downhill first …
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Bezogen auf die erhobene Gesamtelektrizitätsabgabe 
an Haushaltskunden ergibt sich durch die 
Netzkostenprüfungen der Regulierungsbehörden eine 
gesamte Kostenentlastung der Haushaltskunden in 
Höhe von schätzungsweise über 1,6 Milliarden Euro. 
Auch bei den Gewerbe- und Industriekunden 
konnten deutliche Entlastungen erreicht werden.

Bundesnetzagentur Monitoringbericht 2008, p.10

n Regulator:  As a result of the initial tariff approval process, 
household customers saved „approximately over 1.6 billion
euros“.
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“Higher power network 
revenues due to 

regulation (+204)”

= pre-tax profit rises 
by 204 € million 

equalling 25% of previous 
EBIT (853 € million)

...and now back up again?

http://www.eon.com/de/downloads/E.ON_Charts_Schenck_IR.pdf

http://www.eon.com/de/downloads/E.ON_Charts_Schenck_IR.pdf
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Complication 1:
Insufficient transparency...

n Decisions are not published, only tariffs are published
n Not even overall permissible revenue/cost is published 

(one exception!)
n No publicly available analysis of cost components (e.g. 

average %)
n Lacking “culture” of providing statistical data to the public
n Published data often difficult to use (change of 

underlying definitions; statistical population often 
unclear)



Durch die Kostenprüfungen in den übrigen 
110 Verfahren wurden überwiegend deutliche 
Kürzungen (predominately significant  reductions) 
gegenüber den beantragten Kosten vorgenommen, 
die sich in praktisch allen Fällen (in practically all 
cases) auch in Netzentgeltsenkungen 
niedergeschlagen haben.“
Bundesnetzagentur Monitoringbericht 2008, p.46
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... and vague announcements 
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Complication 2:
Lacking continuity of data

n Network metamorphosis:
¨ mergers, de-mergers (growth and reduction)
¨ regional cooperation
¨ corporate restructuring (voltage level allocation)
¨ new networks (municipalities taking over local grid 

from regional network operator)

n Demand changes / varying supply structure
n Changing cost components

¨ e.g. renewables charge (EEG-Umlage) originally within TSO 
tariff, now in power price
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Reasons to be sceptical: The political economy 
of tariff regulation

n Logic of getting it done (or: getting it over with):
¨ staff of ~10 (full time equivalents) at Federal Regulator 

overwhelmed with >200 cases to deal with
¨ Situation at state regulators even more dramatic
¨ Objective: Avoid court appeals by negotiating 

mutually agreeable percentage of reductions 
¨ Minimize case load by prolonging initial approval (2006/2007) 

into 2008 without renewed cost control

n Pressure on state regulatory authorities in state 
parliaments
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One exception: Publication of Revenue caps in 
State of Baden-Württemberg (2009)

n Only regulatory authority 
to publish individual 
revenue caps 
(“Erlösobergrenzen”)

n All other regulatory 
authorities published only 
individual efficiency 
targets

n But: Underlying decisions 
(material evaluation) 
remain unpublished 
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Data sample

n 120 network operators 
n Revenues between 

12.000 € and 30.000.000 €

n Focus: 
Top 52, revenue cap 
> 3.000.000 €
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The system of voltage-level costs of 
distribution networks

Cost at 10kV 
level

Proportional 
costs from 
upstream 
network

Cost at 
10kV/0.4kV-
level (stations)

Proportional 
costs from 
10kV level

Cost at 
0.4kV level

Cost of 10kV-
grid level

Cost of 
10kV/0.4kV 
level (stations)

Cost of
0.4kV level

Proportional 
costs from 
10kV/0.4 kV 
level (stations)

Total costs to be covered by 
revenues from network tariffs

Revenue cap

Distribution 
Network

(example)

Upstream electricity 
network

Other 
distribution 
networks

10 kV

10 kV/0.4kV

0.4 kV

110kV/10kV
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Getting to the core: Extracting distribution 
network costs from (published) revenue caps

Revenue cap Cost of distribution 
network

Proportional costs 
from upstream 

networks

Cost of 
distribution 

network

Revenue 
cap

Peak load of 
delivered 
electricity 

(kW)

Load price 
of upstream 

network 
operator 
(€/kW)

Amount of 
electricity 

(work) 
delivered 

(kWh)

Work price 
of upstream 

network 
operator 
(€/kWh)

Mandatory 
publication

(“Höchstentnahmelast”)
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Theory: Legal obligations for data-publication
Practice: Poor publication compliance

n Base year varies 
(data as old as 2005!)

n Scope of publication 
varies 

n Definitions used vary
n BNetzA-survey in 

2008 illustrates poor 
compliance (and poor 
enforcement...)

Source: Bundesnetzagentur Monitoringbericht 2009, p.46

In sample, 
percentage 
is only 15%
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Example 1*

* as of October 8, 2010 

(http://www.hellenstein-energie-
logistik.de/vp/stromnev/216_217_218_219_
220_221_222/216_217_218_219_220_221_
222.htm)

http://www.hellenstein-energie-
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Example 2*

* as of October 8, 2010 

(http://www.muehlacker.de/stadtwerke/downloads/01Strom/08N
etzstruktur/03_Netzstrukturdaten___17_Abs._2_StromNZV_S
WM_2009.pdf)

http://www.muehlacker.de/stadtwerke/downloads/01Strom/08N


Evaporating sample…

n Of the 52 network operators with a revenue cap 
> 3.000.000 Euros, only 8 published obligatory data 
(„Höchstentnahmelast aus der vorgelagerten 
Netzebene“) for every voltage level

n Clearly, sample is too small for robust analysis
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Conclusions

n Jury is still out on just how “successful” tariff regulation 
has been so far.

n Data availability from regulators is dismal. It needs to 
improve dramatically.

n Enforcement of publication obligations has to get 
serious.

Even 5 years into the regulation of electricity 
network tariffs, there is insufficient data for third 
parties (academics!) to run evaluations
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